PA RT N E R S O LU T I O N B R I E F

Scale out to Wasabi with Superna
Golden Copy for Inexpensive
Long-Term Cloud Storage

K E Y F E AT U R E S
•

Incremental backup/sync of
Dell Isilon Powerscale to object
storage

•

Unique file system to preserve
metadata and permissions

•

Scale out performance with
native file to object capabilities
allowing direct access to object
data once copied

•

Integrated with Dell storage
to detect file system changes
on file systems with Billions of
files using snapshot compare
technology

Superna Golden Copy is a tightly integrated file-to-object copy tool with a builtin load balancer for Dell ECS and other S3 targets, removing the requirement
for external load balancers. An archive/backup and recall platform simplifies
syncing files to object storage for long term retention or 3rd copies. Files
are archived or backed up with full metadata protection using native Object
property tags and native file format copies. Golden Copy provides a complete
solution to simplify file to object archive, sync workflows from file to object
and object back to file. Scale Out Copy Performance is optimized for small
file and large file as well as for Cloud storage features such as versioning,
locking, and multipart uploads and downloads.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and Performance

BENEFITS

Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and

•

Licensed per cluster and not per
TB

•

High performance copy with
scale out virtual machines

•

No proprietary formats, avoid
vendor lock-in

•

Reduce cloud storage cost and
complexity

reliable cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive
and is faster than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage
is designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and data
immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by
anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional
cloud providers, but there are also no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi
keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. All Superna and
Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data, so they can shorten
upload windows and quickly access their data for faster restore times.

Wasabi and Superna Golden Copy for
Managing Data Growth
The rapid growth of unstructured data will increase customer requirements
to achieve stale data for long term retention and provide off site backup
copies. Golden Copy’s high-performance scale-out technology allows users
to capitalize on Wasabi’s offsite cloud storage. Golden Copy’s native S3
compatibility makes it easy to connect to Wasabi. Unlike other programs, with
Golden Copy there is no requirement to use the tool to access your S3 data,
eliminating vendor lock-in.
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WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Superna and Wasabi

As customers embrace hybrid cloud workflows, a data orchestration layer enables tried and true backup and archive
use cases to the cloud. Golden Copy’s pipeline feature enables new and emerging workflows such AI and ML analysis
performed on cloud data and returning results back on premise for analysis. Golden copy is designed for today and
future proofed for tomorrow’s workflows.

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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